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OVERVIEW OF THE DELTΔ MODEL© 
“THE SOFT STUFF IS ALWAYS HARDER THAN THE HARD STUFF” 

(Roger Enrico) 
 

The DELTΔ model is The Change Maker Group’s overarching approach to 
delivering successful change. DELTA is the Greek symbol used to designate change 
– Δ.  
 
Roger Enrico’s famous quote says it all, and we wanted a simple approach that 
encapsulates what is important in delivering projects and programmes, large or 
small, with professional project people or as part of “business as usual”. The 
complexity lies in the execution of course – but for successful delivery people must 
be at the heart of all activity.   
 

THE BIG PICTURE 

 
We developed our DELTΔ change model to ensure we approach all our assignments with engagement and 
rigour front of mind. Research has proven that engaged employees are far more likely to deliver 
sustainable change, so we engage with people early and effectively. Our aim is to give Clients’ people the 
clarity, capability and the confidence to approach and deliver change effectively thereby future-proofing an 
organisation's ability to respond to change. 



  
Through our DELTΔ approach we engage, equip and empower people helping them to become change-
ready, to be innovative and confident with change and to become a high-performing and continuously-
improving team. And deliver the transformation too. 

ABOUT THE DELTΔ MODEL 
  
DELTΔ is compatible with, and complementary to, all project and programme management methodologies 
such as Prince2 and Managing Successful Programmes. DELTΔ deals with the people aspects that 
methodologies such as these often leave out, as well as providing a general consulting framework for our 
transformation work, or a method for clients to drive their own change activities. 

 
The five phases of DELTΔ are not mutually exclusive, operating concurrently, iteratively or standalone. 
Change Makers undertake activities in each of the phases to ensure success, typically with a wrapper of 
professional programme/project management. We support our projects with a range of standard and 
innovative tools and techniques. 
 

 
ABOUT THE CHANGE MAKER GROUP 
The Change Maker Group supports people and organisations in achieving enduring 
change. We collaborate to achieve Our mission “To create a million change makers”, 
which we deliver through a broad range of services ranging from personal and 
leadership development, training and coaching, through to cultural change and strategic 
development consulting. Creating Change Makers is our legacy.  

 
Contact us community@thechangemakergroup.com or see www.thechangemakergroup.com.   

In summary, the phases of DELTΔ are: 
 

Diagnose - All of the investigation and design activities necessary to establish unique goals, detailed 

requirements, vision, technical implementation, developing the “case for change” etc., as well as 
identifying the change makers and key stakeholders. 
 

Engage - Involving stakeholders in the process of discovering the full scale of the change required and 

co-developing the planned activities helps achieve significant buy-in. Also focus on the resilience 
needed for the journey ahead. 
 

Lead – working with leaders of change and change makers, at all levels, to help them be the best they 

can be. Our consultants train, coach and mentor as necessary, as well as establish the practical activities 
that ensure that ‘Lead’ activities are successful.  
 

Transform - Strong project and programme management are pre-requisites of transformational change. 

We establish the key controls, governance and structure necessary to deliver the assignment – 
appropriate for its scale and complexity – and support stakeholders in driving towards a successful 
outcome.  
 

Accelerate - Our aim is to leave a legacy with our Customers. It is important that when a project comes 

to an end that the change endures, and that the ‘old ways’ do not reassert themselves. We think about 
ensuring sustainable benefits, continuous improvement and training and coaching. 



Contact us : community@thechangemakergroup.com 
 
+44 (0)333 050 9467 

  

www.thechangemakergroup.com 
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